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“Quanta are the smallest magnitude of  energy 
with a force of  angular momentum” 

“Angular momentum is the orbital magnitude” 

“Angular velocity is the force of  spin” 

“The angular momentum (orbital magnitude) 
of  a torus is relative to the angular velocity (spin 
force) of  its hyperbole” 

“There is no wise answer to a moral dilemma” 

“Blame Culture dictates that I caught my cold 
from you because you passed your germs to 
me” 
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“Bacteria are a culture that we blame for 
causing our illness” 

“Viruses are a culture that we treat as bacteria 
because they are too small to know any 
difference” 

“The Lord only Giveth” 

“It is Man who giveth & taketh away” 

“We are all equal in potential but not in 
perspective” 

“Perspective is personal, potential is not” 

“A moral crisis is a religious crisis, not a spiritual 
crisis” 
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“A moral dilemma is religious not spiritual” 

“The only effective organ for organisation is the 
heart” 

“There is no learning or earning in yearning” 

“Yearn it - why earn it?” 

“Where there is life there is hope. Where there 
is Faith there is life” 

“The vortex is the vibrational flow of  potential” 

“The Torus is the magnitudinal wavelength of  
the gap & the forceful frequency of  the now” 
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“Science does not see intuition as an extra 
sensory perception (ESP)” 

“Perceiving intuition as an extra sense is 
intuitive. I need intuition to perceive it extra 
sensorily” 

“Intuition is an art, not a science” 

“The hyperbole of  the vortex within a torus has 
one base and two crowns” 

“Life flows from the base of  the vortex, its point 
of  inertia, not its crown” 

“Intuition is innate: Instinct is inbred” 

“Intuition is inherent: Instinct is inherited” 
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“Effortlessness is the potential of  force & 
magnitude being in mental balance & 
emotional harmony” 

“My legacy is not what I leave behind, it is what 
I take with me” 

“What I leave behind is my children’s 
inheritance” 

“The legacy of  a legate is to fulfil their Mission 
as an emissary of  their Soul” 

“We are not dealt our genes to deal with them: 
We choose are genes in alignment with our 
chosen purpose” 

“Coughing, sneezing, runny eyes & nose, 
diarrhoea, fever & inflammation are all 
symptoms of  a healthy body naturally detoxing 
itself ” 
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“Counselling sees perfectionism as a problem to 
manage: Coaching sees perfectionism & 
imperfectionism as a duality to be overcome” 

“There are degrees of  excellence and degrees 
of  imperfection but no degree for perfection” 

“The Golden Rule is a subjective guideline, not 
an objective rule” 

“The Law of  Attraction is a subjective constant, 
not an objective law” 

“I guide life subjectively through me as a golden 
rule and as an attractive law” 

“The golden rule is an attractive law when I 
allow it to subjectively guide me” 
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“When you allow work to be your master, you 
will strive to please it. When you allow your 
mastery to work for you, it thrives and so do 
you” 

“Kind & generous is giving with kindness, to 
our own kind” 

“Warm & generous is expressing kindliness to 
whomever we are inspired to” 

“It is neither possible nor preferable for 
Individuals to relate to each other equally the 
same because we are all equally different” 

“An Individualist does not subscribe to any 
doctrine, including the doctrine of  
Individualism” 
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“Individualism is a collective doctrine for 
Individuals, which is an oxymoron” 

“Individualistic is not a common standard” 

“A collection of  Individuals is a collective not an 
Individual” 

“Every Individual has an exclusively unique life 
purpose” 

“Every collective has a common reasonable 
objective in life” 

“I care about what I need emotionally” 

“I truly love what has true value for me” 

“I love the positive benefit of  my emotionally 
expressive Beingness” 

“P.A.I.N. Perceptive Awareness Is Negative” 
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“We each already have everything we need to 
change our world, except perhaps our 
awareness of  it” 

“The awareness of  having everything I need is 
intuitive” 

“Intuition connects me to my awareness of  
everything” 

“When I overcome my need for order, I realise 
that everything already is in divine order” 

“When I give up my need for control, I realise 
everything is under divine control” 

“The Law of  Attraction is the divine controller 
that ensures that everything is in divine order” 
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“When everything appears to go wrong, I am 
out of  control & out of  order, so life is less than 
divine” 

“My Soul is my greatest fan. It cools me down 
when I get overheated” 

“When I put my True Self  first, other people 
never come second” 

“ My true self  follows a win-win strategy” 

“With the awareness that pain is stuck 
emotional energy, I realise that releasing the 
pain is preferable to suppressing the pain” 

“The magnitude that balances the forces of  
unequal pressure is experienced as gravity” 
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“Physical Health requires both Mental Wisdom 
& Emotional Wealth” 

“Instinct is a sub-conscious mental programme” 

“We are programmed to sub-consciously choose 
survival, comfort, safety & security” 

“Expansive spiritual growth exists beyond the 
boundaries of  the safety & security of  our 
comfort zone” 

“Compassion is simply sharing the joy of  Life” 

“Thinking I am off  track puts me out of  
alignment” 

“Thinking I am out of  alignment puts me off  
track” 
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“Consciously choosing my alignment puts me 
on track” 

“Seeing my path puts me on track and in 
alignment” 

“My insight intuitively aligns me with my path” 

“My intellect determines whether my fate is my 
destiny or my doom” 

“Energetic Integration allows integrity” 

“Emotional Intelligence allows Energetic 
Integration” 

“When everything is fore given & beneficial, no 
judgment is necessary” 

“When everything is always beneficial, 
judgment has no meaning. I have nothing to 
balance positively beneficial experiences with” 
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“Judgment causes duality, forgiveness overcomes 
duality” 

“The Mind is an Individual Perspective of  a 
Universal Concept” 

“A Universal Mind is an oxymoron, as is a 
universal thought and a universal 
consciousness” 

“Thinking is limited by experience: Thought is 
limited by lack of  Awareness” 

“Time & Space can either confine & constrain 
or allow creative freedom to flow” 

“It is my perceived lack of  time & space that 
restricts me” 
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“Connectedness is an attainment” 

“Inter-connectedness is a perspective” 

“Physical emotional attachments disallow 
spiritual connection” 

“My Soul is a non-dual state of  consciousness” 

“Emotions define who I am being” 

“Beliefs define what I am thinking” 

“Actions define what I am doing” 

“Thoughts define what I am having” 

“My perspective defines whether I am having a 
problem, a challenge, a lesson or an 
opportunity” 

“My perception defines what sense I am using” 
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“My experience defines my point of  attraction” 

“DNA is a 'string' of  energy vibrations 
manifesting as protein” 

“Cause has an Affect” 

“Creativity has an Effect” 

“Being creative is effective” 

“I am affected by whatever I cause” 

“Cause happens by me and the affect happens 
to me” 

“Creativity happens as me and the effect flows 
through me” 

“When I feel in control, I am” 

“The Greatest Dilemma is how to be in control 
of  letting go of  control” 
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“The Greatest Paradox: Letting go of  control 
allows me to be in control” 

“Inner Control requires Inner Tuition” 

“Well-being is potentially cute, attractive & 
appealing” 

“Illness is intensely acute, unattractive & 
upsetting” 

“Health, wealth & wisdom are all potentially 
cute” 

“Pain, fear & problems are all intensely acute” 

“It requires a lot of  wisdom to face my fear” 

“It requires a wealth of  emotion to overcome 
pain” 

“Being healthy is an opportunity in life to never 
experience a problem” 
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“Acute & Obtuse both lack Wisdom” 

“Wealth is tangential to Wisdom” 

“A Tangent is Cute, being neither acute nor 
obtuse” 

“We need strength to fight and wisdom not to” 

“I cannot fight for my emotional power” 

“The Age of  Survival develops sub-conscious 
instinct” 

“The Age of  Comfort & Security develops 
conscious Intellect” 

“The Age of  Awareness develops super-
conscious Intuition” 

“The Success of  a Coach is not dependent on 
their clients” 
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“JOY is an acronym for Just One You” 

“Health happens through me, never to me or by 
me” 

“The only constant is infinity” 

“Choice is a problem when I choose to see a 
choice as a problem” 

“Chaos is the effect of  an entropic belief  
system” 

“Entropy is the effect of  a confused 
perspective” 

“Inertia is the potential of  an unreactive mind” 
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“At the point of  spiritual inertia, matter forms 
gravitas” 

“The weight of  matter determines its gravitas 
or importance” 

“Inertia is a single point of  stillness in the 
spiritual flow of  life, it is a space in time from 
which a matter of  reality originates” 

“Being presently at one with the stillness allows 
the co-creation of  personal reality” 

“Attraction is the gravitas of  personal attention” 

“As mind attenuates, spirit emanates & matter 
formulates” 
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“Male ego serves its self  & a female ego serves 
others, a unified entity serves others through 
service to its Higher Self ” 

“We are not conscious of  our emotional power 
through our five physical senses” 

“We are not conscious of  our emotional power 
through our four instinctive senses” 

“My instinctive sub-conscious mind is aware of  
my need for emotional power” 

“My awareness of  my emotional power is 
through my intuitive sense of  feeling” 

“Testing symptoms are symptomatic of  a test”
“Problem symptoms are symptomatic of  a 
problem” 

“When I pass a test, it remains in the past” 
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“When I solve a problem, it remains in my 
future” 

“Illness is a problem: Healing is a challenge: 
Wellbeing is an opportunity” 

“Power is a current that can impulse or flow” 

“Impulse & flow are current, they only occur in 
the present moment” 

“A financial bank stops the flow of  money and a 
river bank stops the flow of  water” 

“Pain is blocked healing energy” 

“Fear is blocked wise inspiration” 

“The only law with an essential nature is the 
Law of  Attraction” 
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“The essence of  man made laws is that they are 
preferential but not essential” 

  

“When Clarity is Coherent & Direction is 
Adherent, Presence is Inherent” 

“The Valency of  a Personal Standard 
determines whether it is attractive, unattractive 
or non-attractive” 

“Following the rules is non-attractive, breaking 
the rules is unattractive & having good personal 
standards is attractive” 

“Equality requires high personal standards” 

“Nobody chooses to be the equal of  someone 
with low personal standards” 
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“When Personal Standards of  Behaviour are 
inherent, coherent & adherent, no rules are 
required” 

“Standard Operating Procedures define the  
Boundaries of  Conformity” 

“Standards of  Performance are preferable to 
Law & Order” 

“Performing to an agreed standard is preferable 
to conforming to an imposed rule” 

“My personal standard expresses my position. 
Other people's rules express their position & my 
imposition” 

“The imposition of  Laws is an unacceptable 
behaviour of  Government” 

“Standards agreed by Parliament are preferable 
to Laws imposed by Government” 
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“The Boundaries of  Personal Behaviour 
determine the Standards of  a Sovereign 
Society” 

“The Boundaries of  a Sovereign Society reflect 
the Standards of  Personal Behaviour” 

“Freedom happens through me, it doesn’t 
happen by me or to me” 

“If  I need to free myself, I am trapped & I 
cannot be a victim of  my own freedom” 

“The problem with Capitalism is that all of  the 
Capital is owned by the Capitalists” 

“The Democratic leaders of  Democracy are 
owned by the Capitalists, not the people” 

“Releasing emotional trauma is painful” 
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“Detachment from mental drama is a fearful 
problem” 

“Emotional Intelligence is not about managing 
negative feelings, it’s about not having them” 

“When Money is a means of  exchange for 
goods and services, it is beneficial but when 
used as substitute for emotional power, it is 
detrimental” 

“When money has the authority to buy other 
people’s emotional power, it has evil intent” 

“Taking Your Time requires an awareness of  
Personal Time” 

“Having Enough Space requires an awareness 
of  Personal Space” 
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“Creating Your Reality requires an awareness 
of  the real Law of  Attraction” 

“When I realise that there is nowhere to go, I 
realise that I am now here in time and here now 
in space” 

“Nowhere is reality more right than right now 
and right here” 

“Destiny unfolds in Divine Time” 

“Divine Time allows divine opportunities to 
unfold” 

“Self-Healing requires Faith in the healing 
ability of  the Self  to heal itself ” 

“Restoring faith restores health” 
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“My Health Store is my wealth of  wisdom” 

“Embrace the Certainty” 

“Live without worry” 

“Without emotional power, there is no choice” 

“Without mental authority, there is no 
emotional power” 

“Wisdom is the only mental authority that is 
wise” 

“Unless I intuitively know my mental authority 
of  choice, it is not a wise choice” 

“The force of  authority is flow” 

“The power of  flow is its magnitude” 

“The potential of  flow is equal to its force & 
magnitude being equal” 
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“The only thing that is actually true in life is 
one’s own path” 

“There is no limit to the depth of  my heart” 

“When I feel from the bottom of  my heart, I 
am seeing through the heart of  my bottom” 

“The Heart is infinitely deep” 

“If  I keep looking for what is wrong with me, I 
will eventually find it” 

“When I see what is right for me, I have already 
got it” 

“A hyperbole vortex is the effect of  force vector 
interfering with flow” 

“A Thought Vector is a force of  divine authority 
influenced  by personalised choice” 
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“The creative authority or force of  a thought 
vector is relative to the magnitude or power of  
its emotion” 

“Using intellectual reasoning without intuitive 
reasoning is unreasonable” 

“Intuitively, I see the reason when I know it is 
reasonable because it feels reasonable” 

“What I intuitively know with certainty is the 
most reasonable choice because it intuitively 
feels good” 

“Intuitive reasoning is denied credibility by an 
Intellectual” 

“We are all Souls with good intentions, which 
are mostly misunderstood” 
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“When stood under the power of  my Soul's 
authority, I am able to understand everything” 

“A belief  is what I experience as real” 

“A desire is what I choose to experience as real” 

“Faith is how I realise a desired experience” 

“My belief  in faith realises my desires” 

“Believable desires realise a faithful experience” 

“Desirable beliefs faithfully realise my reality of  
choice” 

“Faith ensures my desirable choice of  reality” 

“Artificial Intelligence is a simile for Intellectual 
Reasoning” 

“Genius is our nature when nurtured” 
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“Energy is the matter of  motion” 

“Motion is the energy of  matter” 

“Matter is the motion of  energy” 

“Illness sees medicine as a treat” 

“A treat meant for illness is called medicine” 

“Good Health sees balance as the best 
medicine” 

“Intuition is positively certain, Optimism is 
uncertain, Pessimism is certainly negative” 

“A Dystopian Society is one that believes a 
Utopian Society is unattainable” 
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“The difference between an irrational fear and 
a rational fear is the intelligence of  intellectual 
thinking” 

“Intellect deems something irrational when it 
cannot comprehend the reasoning” 

“A Posteriori Knowledge tells me the current 
reality of  the world” 

“A Priori Knowledge tells me my personal 
truth” 

“The loss of  ego does not lead to enlightenment 
or contentment” 

“The loss of  personality & character does not 
reveal our true identity” 

“Revealing its true identity allows the ego to 
align with its Truth” 
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“The true identity of  the ego is neither 
personality nor character” 

“My personality is who I need to be to get my 
emotional needs met” 

“My character is the role that I am led to 
believe that I am playing out in reality” 

“Life cannot thrive in stale air and stagnant 
water” 

“If  you are polluting the air or poisoning the 
rivers, you are killing the earth” 

“You cannot allay people’s fears by giving them 
more false evidence that appears to be real” 

“I Accept what turns up in my life with 
Gratitude” 
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“I Allow what turns up in my life to grow with 
Appreciation” 

“I Approve of  what turns up in life with 
Interest” 

“Using statistics to prove assumptions is not 
proof  of  a scientific theory” 

“Awareness without Consciousness is Inert” 

“Consciousness without Awareness is Entropic” 

“Inertia & Entropy are a duality effect of  Flow” 

“I am free to choose flow, free to choose inertia 
& free to choose entropy” 

“Inertia, Entropy & Flow are the three signposts 
on a spiritual path” 

“Entropy happens to me, inertia happens by me 
& flow happens through me” 
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“Similar to illness, intellectual thinking can be 
acute, chronic, critical or fatal” 

“Pressure mediation is the Law of  Attraction in 
action” 

“Gravity is pressure mediation in action” 

“Eros & Philos are driven by emotional needs” 

“Ethos & Pathos are driven by mental beliefs” 

“Agape & Logos are the power & authority of  
the Soul” 

“The Pathos of  Philos cause the non-attractive 
Inertia of  similar genders” 

“The Ethos of  Eros causes the unattractive 
Entropy of  opposing polarities” 

“The Logos of  Agape allows the  pure potential 
of  attractive Flow” 
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“Beliefs are true or false” 

“Experiences are real, unreal or surreal” 

“Stories are fact or fiction” 

“In the Twentieth Century Philosophy became 
an intellectual belief  system and Science 
became a Theory waiting to be disproved” 

“Proof  is just intellectual reasoning that cannot 
yet be disputed” 

“Only the rational logic of  science would call 
our spiritual connection to source - Quantum 
Entanglement” 

“Who we are determines what we do” 

“Empowered people do inspired things” 

“What we do is a role we play, not who we are” 
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“Entropy is Mental Ignorance, the absence of  
wise thoughts” 

“Inertia is Emotional Poverty, the absence of  
wealthy feelings” 

“Resistance is Physical Discomfort & Dis-Ease, 
the absence of  healthy experiences” 

“A Fact Checker checks the fact that a story 
follows the plot of  the official government 
diktat” 

“When our own story is a real, true fact; other 
people’s stories are an irrelevance” 

“When we need other people to buy into our 
story, we need to keep their facts aligned with 
our true or false reality” 

“Every Government seeks to dominate their 
people. Most do it politely, some do it 
oppressively” 
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“People tend to riot & rebel when governed & 
controlled oppressively” 

“An acceptable Government is seen to politely 
police their laws to securely control their 
people” 

“The Endocrine System is the Physical Body’s 
natural Pharmacy” 

“The Lymphatic System is the Physical Body’s 
Cellular Waste Disposal System” 

“The Cardio-Vascular System is the Physical 
Body’s Fuel Delivery System” 

“The Limbic System maintains stasis & balance 
in the Physical Body” 

“Suffering diminishes as we learn acceptance” 
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“White Blood Cells are the Waste Disposal 
Medium” 

“Red Blood Cells are the Fuel Delivery 
Medium” 

“Blood Plasma is the Hormone & Protein 
Delivery Medium” 

“The prognosis of  every diagnosis is ill health” 

“You cannot solve the problem of  poverty with 
money” 

“You cannot solve the problem of  illness with 
vaccinations” 

“You cannot solve the problem of  ignorance 
with technology” 

“You cannot solve the problem of  wellbeing 
with a solution” 

“Wellness is not a problem, illness is” 
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“Wellbeing is our natural state of  being without 
pain, fear & problems “ 

“Wellbeing is an emotional perception: Wellness 
is a mental perspective” 

“I intellectually reason that my Soul is unethical 
& amoral. I can therefore ignore it or intuitively 
follow its imaginary guidance & support” 

“Inflammation is the widening of  the capillaries 
for the purpose of  cleaning & maintenance. It 
allows the delivery of  red blood oxygenated fuel 
to the cells” 

“Swelling is the flooding of  a cellular 
construction site with the essential building 
materials contained in blood plasma” 

“Pain is the deep cleansing of  toxic cellular 
debris by the remedial action of  white blood 
cells” 
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“Self  healing allows the pain of  inflammatory 
swelling to efficaciously fulfil their combined 
purpose of  cellular cleaning, detoxification & 
repair” 

“Pain, inflammation & swelling are only a 
problem when I fight them, suppress them and 
infect them with my fearful negative thinking” 

“In the Age of  Comfort & Security, survival is 
ensured” 

“In the Age of  Awareness, safety & comfort are 
ensured” 

“There are multiple versions of  truth, multiple 
experiences of  reality and multiple facts to 
support both” 

“You don’t find the truth by destroying 
falsehoods” 
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“We cannot judge the unfairness of  a judge 
with impartiality nor can we judge the 
impartiality of  a judge fairly” 

“A balanced judgment is an oxymoron” 

“Judgement never balances right & wrong, it 
discerns what is believed to be right in contrast 
to what is believed to be wrong” 

“The scales of  justice are never balanced as 
they gravitate to the side of  righteousness” 

“Judgement is balanced with non-judgement, 
when judgement is overcome” 

“Mis-information is an oxymoron. It is mis-use 
of  information that is detrimental to truth” 

“Censorship is the mis-use of  information” 

“Whether a fact is true or a truth is a fiction is a 
matter of  personal perceptive” 
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“Invaluable is the priceless inner value of  
inestimable self-worth” 

“Worthless is the false belief  that we are not 
worthy of  our true purpose” 

“When I realise that my life path flows 
effortlessly through me, it becomes neither hard 
nor difficult because it is simple but not easy” 

“The most difficult lesson to learn is allowing a 
beneficial experience of  life to flow effortlessly 
through me, without entropy or resistance” 

“Ether is a gas that induces unconsciousness” 

“Aether is the energy that induces 
Consciousness” 
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“Understanding how unconsciousness is 
induced requires an awareness of  how 
consciousness is induced” 

“Consciousness is induced with the authority of  
the Soul and the power of  the sub-conscious” 

“Sub-consciousness has the power to induce 
unconsciousness with the authority of  the Soul” 

“It is the Soul that puts its Self  to sleep and 
wakes its Self  up” 

“Aether is the force of  mental authority that 
emotionally empowers the physical ability of  
the Self ” 

“An unconscious awareness of  life is called an 
astral projection, a lucid dream or a near death 
experience” 

“Aesthesia is the sensual awareness of  beauty” 
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“Aesthetic beauty is an intuitive awareness” 

“Anaesthesia is a beautiful unawareness of  
physical senses. A state of  serene senselessness” 

“The beauty of  the Aether is its creative ability” 

“Conscious creative ability requires intuitive 
awareness” 

“The primary cause of  death is the body’s 
inability to heal itself ” 

“An open minded person has the power to 
authorise their own ability of  choice” 

“A closed minded person denies their self  the 
authority to make empowered choices” 

“I can coach someone to solve their problems” 
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“I can coach someone to meet their challenges” 

“I can coach someone to take their 
opportunities” 

“The Survival of  the Fittest means those who 
best fit into their environment, thrive best” 

“The best thrive, the righteous strive, the fit 
survive” 

“I am conscious of  the object of  my attention” 

“I attend to my conscious thoughts” 

“Subjective thought is the attention of  a 
conscious mind” 

“Only a conscious mind is conscious of  a 
mindful thought” 

“Attention without mindfulness causes a 
reaction of  sub-conscious thinking” 
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“I mindlessly attend to mindless action when I 
defer to sub-conscious thinking” 

“I am aware of  the conscious thoughts of  my 
mind but unaware of  my sub-conscious 
thinking” 

“Becoming aware of  my sub-conscious thinking 
is the way to eliminate my fears & limiting 
beliefs” 

“Consciousness is a level of  mental awareness” 

“The level of  conscious-awareness is relative to 
the frequency on which the brain is transmitting 
& receiving” 

“Science is in opposition to Religion, not 
Spirituality” 

“Science is not opposed to the reality of  energy, 
it just doesn't have a sense of  what it is, being 
limited to 5 physical senses” 
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“Only imagination can give meaning to a 
word” 

“The intellect uses words defined by other 
people” 

“Other people define words without a clear 
meaning” 

“The power of  a word is its meaning, its 
balance”  

“Limbo is balance” 

“When limbo happens to me, I am out of  
balance” 

“Sitting on the fence is neutrality, not balance” 

“For the Establishment to establish my theory as 
a factually true reality, I am required to 
establish myself  as part of  the Establishment of  
established thinkers” 
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“Not all established thinking is energetically 
stable” 

“The instability of  established thinking allows 
all theories to be eventually disproved, which 
renders science to be an unstable process” 

“With no darkness within, it is impossible to 
attract the darkness that is without” 

“The darkness without is the impure light of  
fear & negative beliefs” 

“The only darkness that exists is the negative 
perspective that I have chosen” 

“Presence is the absence of  past reflection & 
future projection” 

“Holding the space is being present in time” 
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“Life is about the lessons that we learn, once we 
have graduated out of  formal education” 

“Be the Centre of  your own version of  
Oneness” 

“From my perspective, there is only one version 
of  reality” 

“To ascertain is to know as certain” 

“Nothing is as certain to ascertain the truth as 
intuition” 

“There is a version of  my truth and an aversion 
to my truth” 

“An aversion to truth causes adverse affects” 

“Like genders cause aversions” 

“Opposing polarities cause adverse conditions” 

“Opposing genders & like polarities converse” 
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“Society is divided between the victims of  other 
people’s freedom and the victims of  other 
people’s security” 

“I secure my own freedom and free my own 
security when my personal standards align with 
my boundaries” 

“My boundary is secure when my standard is 
freedom” 

“Knowing the Law of  Attraction allows an 
understanding of  why I am attracting that 
which I think I do not want” 

“I am sub-consciously programmed to 
instinctively survive, when life happens to me” 

“I am consciously programmed to intellectually 
strive, when life happens by me” 
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“I am super-consciously programmed to 
intuitively thrive, when life happens through 
me” 

“Think, feel, react v thought, emotion, 
response” 

“Change perspective, change belief, change 
emotion, change experience” 

“Unless I intuitively know that my intuition is 
certain, it is uncertain & counter-intuitive” 

“Ascertainment is preferable to determination” 

“I am intellectually determined & intuitively 
ascertained” 

“The brain is a computer, which allows the 
Mind to operate in separation from its Source” 
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“When the software of  the brain is not 
compatible with the operating system of  the 
Mind, bugs & viruses become a real 
experience” 

“Strong or weak force is relative to toroidal spin 
or rotation” 

“High or low magnitude is relative to force of  
spin & rotation” 

“Primordial is a prime ideal, a first principle 
and a basic ordeal” 

“Seasonal memes cause seasonal viruses” 

“Seasonal memes cause seasonal moods” 

“It is the belief  that a virus is virulent that 
spreads a virus” 
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“It is the belief  that a virus is malignant that 
determines its level of  malignancy” 

“The more I malign a virus, the more 
malignant it becomes” 

“Fighting a fear empowers the fear and fighting 
a virus empowers the virus” 

“A fear is a virulent malignant viral belief ” 

“A virus is the physical manifestation of  a 
mental belief ” 

“A gene is the physical manifestation of  a 
mental meme” 

“Malignant memes cause malignant genes with 
malignant viral genomes” 

“Mental Activity activates Emotional Activation 
through Physical Action” 
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“Active mental thought activates emotional 
feeling through the physical experience of  
action” 

“Stasis is a state of  balance” 

“Cellular stasis is balanced between birth & 
death” 

“Unbalanced, irregular cellular birth or growth 
is called cancer & the unbalanced irregular 
death of  cells is called a viral or bacterial 
infection” 

“A healthy viral belief  maintains healthy 
cellular stasis” 

“When science sees stasis as being inert & 
without flow, it is out of  balance with cellular 
health” 

“Stasis means ‘stand’, imbalance causes a ‘fall’” 

“Science stands or falls on the truth of  its 
beliefs” 
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“It is not freedom of  speech that is important 
but freedom of  choice” 

“When my standard is to speak freely, then I 
ensure my boundary allows all others to speak 
freely” 

“My choice of  aligning my personal standards 
with my personal boundaries allows me to 
speak my truth” 

“Freely talking my truth is my true freedom of  
choice” 

“The sin of  Christian virtue is to be without 
when you go without” 

“Being without is a sin, not a virtue” 

“Humble people see any level of  confidence in 
others, as arrogance” 
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“Meek people see the wrath of  others, as 
anger” 

“Patient people become patients because 
patients need to be patient” 

“Pleasant people see other people’s power as 
greed” 

“Kind people envy what other people have” 

“Modest people see other people’s pride, as 
arrogance. They are proud of  not being proud” 

“Hard-workers see laziness as slothful” 

“Caring people love being needed” 

“The poverty of  poor people is their abundant 
scarcity” 

“Forgiveness without acceptance is a toleration” 

“Receiving without allowance is charity” 

“Righteousness without approval is 
sanctimonious”  
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“There is no faith in trusting the direction of  
others. We get lost when trusting the faith of  
others” 

“It is not our destiny to experience our fate” 

“Frustration is a clear indication that our 
direction is not present” 

“Being Earthed & Anchored is a Grind” 

“Being Grounded & Earthed is a Chore” 

“Anchoring my Grounding on Earth physically 
experiences the emotional purity of  my inspired 
mental thoughts” 

“Emotional grounding physically anchors my 
earthly thoughts” 
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“Time is the 2nd dimension of  Motion, with 
speed & distance and the 2nd dimension of  
Experience, with Space & Reality” 

“We all have freedom of  choice for our Self ” 

“Nobody is free to choose for another, without 
their consent” 

“Money is the power to influence other people’s 
choice of  authority” 

“First Aid promotes Self  Healing” 

“Para-medicine is subsidiary or ancillary 
medication that is of  secondary importance” 

“I can only know my Truth, intuitively” 

“Your truth is what you believe it to be” 
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“In my past experiences of  reality, I did not 
always express my Truth. In fact, I expressed 
my untruths in many different ways” 

“An intellect based on false truths is never 
reasonable” 

“Platitudes are really not true: Stale, trite or 
insipid beliefs are real but never true” 

“Any belief  that restricts personal behaviour by 
conformity to the authority of  other people’s 
principle axioms, ethical adages, moral proverbs 
or elitist maxims” 

“The chakras are a hyperbole of  potential and 
the aura is a torus of  opportunity” 

“The hyperbole of  the Aether empowers the 
aura of  our personal ether” 

“The aura/tora is light matter” 
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“The Aether is Light Energy” 

“The Aether of  Light Energy individuates 
through the ether of  personal light matter” 

“Light matter is thought” 

“Light Energy is Potential” 

“Genius is a timeless essence. An eternal 
perspective is essential for genius to manifest” 

“A Patient patiently waits for their Self  to heal” 

“An Impatient can’t wait for someone else to 
cure them” 

“Politicians cannot make a good living working 
for taxpayers who are in debt” 

“Politicians can earn a good living and a good 
pension, following the advice of  a rich and 
influential sponsor” 
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“Politicians do not control the people. They are 
controlled by those who want to see the people 
under control” 

“Working hard in service to others is called self-
imposed slavery. Being effortlessly in service to 
others happens through us naturally, as a Soul 
imposition” 

“Once we become aware that our depression is 
the affect of  not getting our emotional needs 
met, we know that neither physical nor mental 
interventions will effectively alter the cause” 

“Reprogramming our moods requires the 
reprogramming of  our memes, which 
reprogrammes our genes” 

“A physical set of  instructions is useless without 
mental activation” 
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“The mental activation of  physical genes is sub-
conscious, until we learn to consciously activate 
them or reprogram them, with our super-
conscious awareness” 

“Our belief  system is a set of  memes, which 
sub-consciously give advice & direction” 

“Depriving another of  their freedom of  choice 
is never beneficial, neither to them nor us” 

“We are all free to choose security or freedom, 
danger or safety” 

“Danger or d’anger is the affect of  anger 
without patience or presence” 

“With the patience of  presence, there is neither 
anger nor danger” 
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“Focusing on ill health cannot bring good 
health. It defies universal law” 

“Renunciation is dispassionate” 

“There is no passion in scarcity” 

“Joy is preferable to bliss” 

“Fulfilment is preferable to euphoria “ 

“Contentment is preferable to ecstasy” 

“Physical Consciousness is limited to five 
physical senses” 

“Spiritual Consciousness is aware of  five 
physical, four instinctive & three intuitive 
senses” 

“Of  our twelve strands of  DNA, two are 
physical genes, three are emotional moods and 
seven are mental memes” 
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“Service is only a privilege to the Privileged 
whom we serve” 

“The Privileged are privy to the privilege of  
legislature” 

“The only privilege is to make laws for others to 
conform to” 

“The Paradox of  Intuition: Disconnecting 
intuition develops the intellect and re-
connecting intuition develops the intellect” 

“The Paradox of  Boundaries: Without 
boundaries, my power is diminished and with 
boundaries my power is diminished but I need 
boundaries to extend my boundaries and 
expand my power because expansive power is 
boundless, unlimited and boundary free” 
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“When a situation appears to be black or white, 
it is the grey area, which reveals the opportunity 
for learning” 

“A physical force is an oxymoron. Force is an 
aspect of  energy not matter” 

“Electricity, magnetism & gravity are three 
physical affects of  energetic force” 

“Weak forces & strong forces are an illusion of  
duality” 

“Thought, consciousness & authority are three 
mental affects of  energetic force” 

“Emotion, feeling & power are three emotional 
affects of  energetic force” 

“The powerful institution restricting our 
freedoms, in the guise of  national security, is 
our own elected Government” 
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“The role of  a central government is to manage 
public services & facilities, not to control its 
people” 

“A central government legislating the control of  
its people, by taking away personal authority, is 
the root cause of  anarchy & rebellion”  

“Magnetic Attraction is the unification of  like 
energy” 

“Magnetic Repulsion is the non-attraction of  
unlike energy polarities” 

“It is not opposing magnetic poles that are 
attractive but like energetic polarities” 

“Unlike energetic polarities cannot travel in the 
same direction” 

“Electricity is a flow of  energy returning to its 
source” 
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“Magnetism is a dielectric flow returning to its 
point of  inertia” 

“The point of  inertia is its energy source” 

“Gravity is the positive attraction of  like tora of  
energy” 

“A Torus is a dielectric flow with a definite 
resistance” 

“Infinity is dielectric flow without resistance” 

“A dielectric flow without resistance is infinite, 
with no defined torus” 

“Electro-magnetic-gravity are three affects of  
energetic flow” 

“Force, magnitude & potential are the three 
properties of  energetic flow” 

“Flow is relative to toroidal spin, orbit & 
rotation” 

“Dielectric flow is bi-polar” 
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“Choosing an Ideal Life requires living a choice 
of  Ideals” 

“Degrees of  certainty are like degrees of  
perfection. They are both oxymoronic” 

“There are degrees of  uncertainty, which cause 
degrees of  imperfection” 

“I am certainly perfect when I am perfectly 
certain” 

“Certainty is perfect with certain perfection” 

“Certainty & Perfection are Intuitive” 

“The intellect is never perfect because it is 
never certain” 

“What Science calls a Black Hole, Metaphysics 
calls a White Whole or a Light Source” 

“Without a light source nothing appears. With a 
light source, a physical reality appears” 
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“We are all emotional human Beings. The 
question is: Are we inspirationally empowered 
or are we irrationally depressed?” 

“Depression is not emotionally rational, it’s 
unemotionally irrational” 

“Honesty, Modesty, Majesty are True 
Attributes” 

“Honesty Allows Goodness, Majesty is 
Gracefully Approving, Modesty is Gently 
Accepting” 

“What psychology calls affective empathy is 
sympathy” 

“What psychology calls cognitive empathy is 
sensitivity” 
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“When we confuse empathy with sensitivity, we 
believe that without sympathy, we are 
apathetic” 

“When we confuse sensitivity with compassion, 
we believe we have empathy” 

“Emotional Intelligence is the ability to express 
only beneficial emotional attributes” 

“It is not emotionally intelligent to share 
negative emotions with other people” 

“It is emotionally intelligent to release, deliver & 
cleanse negative emotion” 

“It is emotionally unintelligent to forcefully 
express or wilfully repress negative emotions”
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